Menshutkin reaction between DABCO and benzyfluoride/fluorodiphenylmethane: a mechanistic study.
The microcosmic mechanism of the Menshutkin reaction between DABCO and benzyl fluoride/fluorodiphenylmethane has been investigated in both the gas and solvent phase by performing DFT calculations at B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. The Gibbs free energy profiles to reach the possible transition states, i.e., five-membered ring transition state and SN2 transition state show that the reaction between DABCO and benzyl fluoride proceeds through SN2 transition state in accordance with previously reported studies, while the reaction between DABCO and fluorodiphenylmethane proceeds through five-membered ring transition state contrary to earlier literature. The role of solvent has been elucidated by reoptimizing the structures using SMD model of solvation. Hydrogen bonding and steric hinderance have been identified as the key factors in guiding the reaction pathway of commercially important Menshutkin reaction.